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Dejan Marković (born in 1983, originally from Belgrade) lives as an artist in Berlin and Graz. With 
this exhibition—the title is a quotation of a song by UK pop music group ‘Yardbirds’ from 1966—he 
brought together three elements: Donna Haraway Reads ‘The National Geographic’ on Primates, a video 
by Paper Tiger Television, 1987; Mr. Unruh’s Studio, installation, 2018; and Shapes of Things Before My 
Eyes, 4-channel video, 2017. In the conception of the latter two projects, scientists of the TU Graz as 
well as of the Natural History Museum in Graz were involved.

Different levels of the construction of reality arise, in the museum as well as in terms of the 
technological development up to the digital aspect, throwing up ever more fundamental, urgent 
questions and issues. They increasingly determine the relationship between humans, nature and the 
machine. Can human beings still control what their achievements, only just invented, are able to carry 
out? 
Marković’s project condenses seemingly contrary—analogue and digital—conceptions of the 
production and management of knowledge. Storage depots and museum workshops, in which 
taxidermists work on the preparation of models of the natural, were observed by Marković’s self-
propelled camera-robot. 
This adaptive apparatus (equipped with infrared camera, night-vision device, programmable camera, 
etc.) in interaction with traditional museum practices does not only suggest a science fiction scenario. 
Rather, animated realities beyond human existence are depicted as obvious and realistic forms of 
being. 

Donna Haraway Reads ‘The National Geographic’ on Primates, 1987
Paper Tiger Television Series #126 
Video, colour, sound, with German subtitles, 28 min
© PTTV

The video by Paper Tiger Television from the year 1987 was digitised in May 2017 and is here, for 
the first time, available in German language.  PTTV is an open, non-profit, video collective of artists, 
activists and scholars that has used television as a medium since 1981, combining art, science, politics, 
performance and live television. 

‘How does the “cultured” gorilla, i.e. Koko, come to represent universal man? Author and cultural 
critic Donna Haraway untangles the web of meanings, tracing what gets to count as nature, for whom 
and when, and how much it costs to produce nature at a particular moment in history for a particular 
group of people. A feminist journey through the anthropological junglescape. Haraway is a leading 
thinker about people’s love and hate relationship with machines. Her ideas have sparked an explosion 
of debate in areas as diverse as primatology, philosophy and development biology.’ 

Sources: Paper Tiger TV and Monoskop Log.



Mr. Unruh’s Studio, 2018
Installation, polyurethylene glycol, epoxy resin, PVC foam, wood, colour, wire, plaster, clay, fur, 
feather, glass, dimensions variable

The installation shows an important museum space closed for visitors. This studio is the core of 
the more than 200 years-old museum collection as a site of preserving animal bodies. The working 
atmosphere and mounting material of Martin Unruh witness the process of constructing and 
producing images and objects for studying and exhibiting. The studio records evidence of human 
(male) made technologies and tools. 

Shapes of Things Before My Eyes, 2017
4-channel video, colour (HD), sound, 4-track (stereo), 37 min 

The video documents contemporary technology of perception and image production.
Since the early twenty-first century, military, governments or private companies have made 
frequently use of rescue, surveillance and target machines. Starting with the removal of grenades 
in Bosnia and first usages in Iraq and Afghanistan, today massive and global implementation is 
growing rapidly. Current technological developments made these machines able to navigate in 
their surrounding environment, to perform behaviours or tasks, self-maintenance and to take 
decisions with a high degree of autonomy. The video was filmed through the eyes of a rescue robot, 
‘Wowbagger’, developed at the robotic department at the Graz University of Technology. Named after 
the famous, immortal and arrogant character of Douglas Adam’s The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, 
the unmanned vehicle won several international rescue robotics prizes. For this video, it travelled 
(semi-)autonomously through the depot of the Natural History Museum, a more than 200 years-old 
bountiful archive of artefacts from nature. This collection is both a laboratory in which restorers and 
researchers work together and a testament to the scientific vision of modern society as a constant 
process of constructing images of nature. With all its sensors (electromagnetic, chemical, gas, 
temperature), various cameras (wide-angel, zoom, 3D, infrared, night vision) and laser scanners, the 
robot reveals, learns, records and defines the space of its actions. A machine without humans and a 
space without life are a constant confrontation with the apocalyptic image of the human construction 
of the world.

This project was developed in the framework of the FWF funded, long-term research project ‘Incomputable’ at the 
IZK – Institute for Contemporary Art, TU Graz and co-produced by the Museum of Contemporary Art Belgrade.

Camera: Rescue robot Wowbagger, Staša Tomić 
3D mapping: Rescue robot Wowbagger, Matthias Rüther 
Machine vision: Rescue robot Wowbagger, Horst Possegger 
Robotic machine operators: Michael Stradner, Clemens Mühlbacher 
Editing: Studio Staša Tomić 
Sound design: Jan Nemeček 
Person with mounted animal: Michael C. Niki Knopp

In collaboration with Natural History Museum, Universalmuseum Joanneum, Graz; Institute for Software Technology, 
Institute for Computer Graphics and Vision and Institute for Contemporary Art, Graz University of Technology.


